SENIOR ACOUSTICS
AECOM

ADELAIDE
Our acoustics team is working on some of
the largest and most important projects
across Australia, and as a result we’re
growing. Our Australian-New Zealand
acoustics practice encompasses a
team of people working collaboratively
across Adelaide, Melbourne, Sydney,
Brisbane, Perth, Townsville, Auckland and
Christchurch. We are seeking an acoustic
consultant with experience primarily in
building acoustics to join our Adelaide
team. Candidates with experience in other
areas of acoustics will also be considered.
Our team has a collaborative and vibrant
culture, comprises a group of engaged
professionals, and is looking forward to
welcoming a like-minded individual.
You will have the opportunity to contribute
to the expansion of our Adelaide team
and participate in projects of national
significance within our wider acoustics
group. We seek a person with building
acoustics capabilities who is enthusiastic
about strengthening our presence within the
Adelaide market.
We have a great network of specialists
around Australia that will support you in
further developing your skills as a building
acoustician.
You will have the opportunity to work across
all areas of acoustics, providing you with
additional scope to diversify your skills.
AECOM is a large and diverse organisation,
offering opportunities that extend beyond
your core discipline, should you wish to
explore broader career options over time.
Our acoustic team embraces flexible
working, and we would encourage you to
make use of these to suit your personal
circumstances.
Adelaide is ranked in the top ten of the
Economist 2018 Global Livability Ranking
and AECOM can assist with relocation for
interstate and overseas candidates.

KEY RESPONSIBILITIES OF
THE ROLE, DEPENDING ON
EXPERIENCE, INCLUDE:

»» Lead acoustic engineering
projects;
»» Assist the company in
developing business;
»» Provide a high level of service for
the client and other members of
the project team;
»» Be the point of contact with
clients on projects;
»» Provide guidance, mentoring and
technical support to staff; and
»» Plan projects and manage all
aspects of their delivery.

ABOUT YOU:

»» Engineering or Science
degree qualified in a relevant
discipline, post-graduate
qualifications will be an
advantage;

»» 5+ years Acoustic
Consultancy experience
(Senior) or 10+ years Acoustic
Consultancy experience
(Principal);
»» Experience in building
acoustics projects;

»» Experience and demonstrated
ability to project manage
acoustics projects; and
»» Experience and demonstrated
ability to contribute to
business development.

JOIN OUR
TEAM

CLICK HERE TO APPLY

